The audit was requested by Sen. Samuel Banker, D-Southfield, and Sen. John E. Henry, R-Chesterfield, and is a review of an audit being conducted at the University by Auditor General Albert Lee on the state's contribution to the endowed fund at the University.

"We are basically concerned in this audit," Fleming stated in a prepared statement. "We believe that there are some discrepancies in the audit so we have asked for a review of the audit by the state's audit committee.

"We are concerned that the audit may not be a fair one, and that it may not be a true representation of the University's financial condition. We believe that the audit may not be a fair one, and that it may not be a true representation of the University's financial condition.
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JOSEPH ALSOP

From virtuous fools...

WASHINGTON — From virtuous fools, protected by the opposition to the system, there is no honest hope of finding the American public conscious of the issues, no hope of being able to use its power, no hope of changing the political system. The public has been taught to think of itself as powerless, as lacking in knowledge and judgment, as incapable of making decisions, and, consequently, as not worthy of the franchise. The public has been taught to trust its leaders, to accept their decisions, and to believe that they will do what is best for the country.

The public has been taught to believe that the system is rigged against it, that the system is controlled by the powerful, that the system is not responsive to the needs of the people. The public has been taught to think of itself as a passive, helpless mass, without the power to change its circumstances.

The public has been taught to think of itself as a group of individuals, each of whom is powerless, each of whom is not worthy of the franchise, each of whom is not capable of making decisions. The public has been taught to think of itself as a collection of individuals, each of whom is a tiny part of a vast, powerful system, each of whom is not worthy of the franchise, each of whom is not capable of making decisions.
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W. Germany wants WWII order lifted

**International News**

- U.S. armed forces are closing down scores of old World War II sites in Germany and there is nothing we could possibly achieve through the court." Sen. J.W. Fulbright.

- Israel's Foreign Minister Abba Eban said that Israel has put forward a plan to bring its entire Jewish population to the country and that the plan would free one of the largest Jewish communities in the world.

- More than 600 Asians from Nairobi, Kenya, arrived in London on Thursday, the first of more than 1,000 Asians who are expected to arrive in London in the next three months.

- Massachusetts' new law will take the first step toward addressing the issue of immigration, with a six-week condition that can be extended for a year.

- The Allied order directing the company into a public corporation was based on fear of Krupp's "excessive concentration of economic power," even though the industry had pledged not to engage in economic power. However, the order directed against Alfried Krupp von Bohlen and Hans Krupp was a Viet Minh attempt to stop troops in three to five feet of water before attacking that French bastion after the cruiser that defeated France in the battle of Dien Bien Phu before it began to sink. At dawn Friday the enemy's air force attacked the cruiser and killed 30 of the enemy.

- Tree planting

- The ground broke ground for the new Administration Bldg. Monday and some new managed to fit the round and long-shaped hole. See page 2.

- National News

- The President's Commission on Civil Disorders is expected to request that the nation's police departments establish "clear lines of responsibility" and "minimum operating standards for the police force." See page 1.

- AFL-CIO President George Meany and other labor leaders gather in Washington Monday to discuss proposals to end the nation's military involvement in Vietnam.

- More than 600 Asians from Nairobi, Kenya, arrived in London on Thursday, the first of more than 1,000 Asians who are expected to arrive in London in the next three months.
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- More than 600 Asians from Nairobi, Kenya, arrived in London on Thursday, the first of more than 1,000 Asians who are expected to arrive in London in the next three months.

- Armed vehicles near Saigon

- The Green Berets and South Vietnam's 200-man special force were spotted deep in South Vietnam only 50 miles north of Saigon, the closest thing to the capital city seen as a prominent force of the United Nations' multi-billion dollar proposals to create new homes and transportation program for cities.
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SPORTS

Cagers seek lowerevenue

By GAVEL WECKS
State News Sports Writer

Mississippi State's basketball team is in hopes of registering Old Testament justice when they take on leading scorer and rebounder tonight at Iowa City. The Hawkeyes built a 13-point lead in the first half, but the Bulldogs rebounded to take the second half 47-35, and sailed to victory 85-71.

The Bulldogs are in the championship game of the Big Ten for the second time, and they will face Michigan State in the first round.

The Bulldogs are led by sophomore Pat Wilson, who will be seeking his third Big Ten championship. Wilson, a 6-foot-7, 225-pound guard, was the leading scorer in the Big Ten with 17.6 points per game.

The Bulldogs are also hoping to make a deep run in the NCAA Tournament, and they are currently the No. 4 seed in the West Region.

The Bulldogs' defensive strategy will be key to their success, as they are one of the best defensive teams in the country. They currently rank third in the nation in defensive efficiency, allowing just 66.2 points per game.

On offense, the Bulldogs are led by junior forward Alex McDonald, who is averaging 14.5 points per game. McDonald is also a key rebounder, pulling down 7.2 rebounds per game.

The Bulldogs will face a tough challenge in the first round against Michigan State, who are currently ranked No. 2 in the nation. However, the Bulldogs are confident in their ability to compete with the Spartans, and they are looking forward to the challenge.

The Bulldogs will need to play a strong defensive game and limit the Spartans' scoring opportunities. If they can do that, they have a good chance to pull off the upset and advance to the second round.
Head of education council to address commencement

Lange Wilson, president of the American Council on Education (ACE), will be the speaker for the winter term commencement exercises at 3 p.m. March 31 in the Auditorium.

Wilson will be awarded the honorary doctor of law degree. He has been President of ACE, the principle monitoring agency of higher education for more than 1,000 colleges and universities.

He received his bachelor of arts degree from Sam Houston State College (Texas) and his master of arts and doctor of philosophy degrees from Harvard University.

Wilson has been president of the University of Texas at Austin and president and chairman of the Board of Trustees of the University of Texas at Dallas and the campuses of the University of Texas.

He taught at East Texas State College, Harvard and the University of Maryland. He has been the head of the sociology department at the University of Kentucky and at Tulane University.

Wilson is president and professor of the Committed University of North Carolina.
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New 'U' calendar allows study days

By PHILLIP ZUBLER
News-Michigan Staff Writer

Students who think the two
exam days this week are
enough for the semester will have to
think again. Beginning this fall, the
University of Michigan will have
more study days before exams.

This is possible because of the
action of the Undergraduate Council, 
which recently decided to allow study 
days every three weeks.

The Undergraduate Council, 
after voting unanimously to pass the
change, met with exam week only since 
fall term.

"This change is desirable and 
more study days are needed," Smith said.

The Undergraduate Council's action
was motivated by the desire to have
more study days. Smith said.

"The necessity of having more
study days was evident in our meetings 
and the counselor's reports," Smith said.

The Undergraduate Council's action
is based on a compromise solution 
that provides study days and exam
week for the current fall term.

"The Undergraduate Council
modified its action to provide for
more study days for the current
fall term," Smith said.

The Undergraduate Council's action
also sets the policy for exams.

"The Undergraduate Council's
action is based on a year-round opera-
tion of the University," Smith said.

The University calendar is
based on a year-round operation
of the University.

"The University is based on a
study day before the two
exam days in the fall term.
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three exam days in the spring term.

"The Undergraduate Council's
action is based on the same principle," Smith said.
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Bored Mississippi voters give Negro hope for victory

JACKSON, Miss. (AP) - With politics and bored with Southwestern Mississippi voters gave Negro hope for victory last week choosing a new congressmen to take the first step today to because of his open support the National Association for one a Republican-and Negro-ogy. have received a grant to be published by Harcourt. Brace

Books and speeches occupy professors

Harms W. Hilg, professor of African geography and George Pedersen, professor of history, have received grants to conduct research on the population and large African wildlife herds. The grants will be used to support a pilot study of the competition for land between human uses and wildlife.

Faculty acts

Dishman, who is a professor of statistics and probability, will be assigned to the University of Kingsbury and the University of Chicago. He is also a member of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Profs discuss tax

The 11th District Conference of the National Association will discuss the income tax and its relation to the Federal budget. Prof. Edward Johnson of the Institute of Political Science will speak on the topic.

PAC's 'Gentleman' open for 6-day run

This summer's most successful political campaign was the one run by PAC's 'Gentleman,' a candidate for the House of Representatives. He ran a modest campaign and won.

Sunshine Center

This summer, we are opening a new location in Sunshine Center. We will be providing a variety of services, including cleaning and maintenance.

That's what you get every time you use your Sunshine Center. Not only will your clothes come out sparkling clean, but we can keep you up to 50% on your cleaning bills. If you're not already familiar with our many conveniences, why not stop in and find out. We have large washing machines and dryers, dry cleaning services, and complete drop-off service. And if you make the trip even easier, we have a convenient parking lot.

WASH N DRY CLEAN WASH N DRY CLEAN WASH N DRY CLEAN

PENGUIN ROUNDUP

Join us for a clean-up day at the local beach. We will provide all necessary supplies, including cleaning equipment and materials. This is a great opportunity to get involved and make a difference in your community.

A bang-up cleaning job!

This little note could lead to a day's work when the first spring sun appears. A new-clay grout, absorbent and fragrant like all John Meyer's easy-care products, it comes in an appealingly easy-open strip, in soft moss of Dunes Green, Dunes Blue, and Dunes Pink. And, as before, it's sturdily designed with bone in good, all-type colors. Blue, orange, or green on a pristine white background $10. Now bring along at discovering stories everywhere.
For Sale


ORD FAIRLANE. 1962, two-door.


FRANCIS AVIATION starting

Scooters & Cycles

TEMPEST 1963. New drive train, brakes. Clean throughout. 355-5289

MAZOO. C work. 482-1286. 2628 East Kalamazoo. Cm V-DO-IT. 430 South Clippert.

Student Services

Tired of Dorms? Try Eliworth

Bogus Apt. at the Red Cedar River

9 or 12 MONTH LEASE
WILL SIGN LEASES FOR FALL '68 MARCH 2, 1968

FOREIGN FOOD

- Indian - Arabian
- Greek - Italian
- Chinese - Japanese
- German - Swedish
- French - Spanish
- Mexican - Italian
- Jewish - African
- Portuguese - Italian
- Turkish - Italian

INDIAN - ARABIC

- Muesli
- Sauerkraut
- Chickpea
- Potatoes
- Okra
- Bread
- Cheese
- Grains
- Fish
- Meat
- Fruit
- Vegetables
- Dairy
- Beverages
- Condiments

- Macaroni and cheese
- Noodles
- Spaghetti
- Lasagna
- Ravioli
- Tiramisu
- Cannoli
- Gelato
- Sgroppino
- Panna cotta
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SPORTS TO PLAY

Events for March offer wide variety

A variety of entertainment from the Michigan Philharmonic Orchestra to sports will be on campus during March.

The Michigan Philharmonic, conducted by Karl Dorre, will present two concerts, MARCH 8, and MARCH 21. The March 8 concert is at the Auditorium and the University Symphony Orchestra. The March 21 concert is at the Michigan Stadium. Both concerts are open to the public and charge. The price in advance for the concerts is $3.00 for adults, $1.50 for students. TIX at the box office of the University Union, Student Center.

The March 8 concert is at the Auditorium and the University Symphony Orchestra. The March 21 concert is at the Michigan Stadium. Both concerts are open to the public and charge. The price in advance for the concerts is $3.00 for adults, $1.50 for students. TIX at the box office of the University Union, Student Center.

The Michigan Philharmonic, conducted by Karl Dorre, will present two concerts, MARCH 8, and MARCH 21. The March 8 concert is at the Auditorium and the University Symphony Orchestra. The March 21 concert is at the Michigan Stadium. Both concerts are open to the public and charge. The price in advance for the concerts is $3.00 for adults, $1.50 for students. TIX at the box office of the University Union, Student Center.

The Michigan Philharmonic, conducted by Karl Dorre, will present two concerts, MARCH 8, and MARCH 21. The March 8 concert is at the Auditorium and the University Symphony Orchestra. The March 21 concert is at the Michigan Stadium. Both concerts are open to the public and charge. The price in advance for the concerts is $3.00 for adults, $1.50 for students. TIX at the box office of the University Union, Student Center.
MSU Thailand project in education

The MSU Jazz Ensemble and the Mark Gridley Quartet have been invited to the 1968 College Jazz Festival at the University of Notre Dame. This marks the first time that both a university and a jazz ensemble from Mississippi have been invited to the festival.

The MSU groups will go to festival

The MSU Jazz Ensemble and the Mark Gridley Quartet have been invited to the 1968 College Jazz Festival at the University of Notre Dame. This marks the first time that both a university and a jazz ensemble from Mississippi have been invited to the festival.

Military outpost seized

The Laotian government claimed a victory in the war in the north Vietnamese at Sala Bao. The attack on the North Vietnamese was the object of an official statement by the government.
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